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Opinion
Breaking the vicious circle of fear

Khaddaj Hozan

Fighting
terrorism
and violence
must be a
Muslim
priority first
and
foremost.

Nazli Tarzi

Violence
in various
guises
confronts
Iraq’s
Kurdish
women
daily.

S

ince the events of
September 11, 2001, a
growing wave of
anti-Muslim fear has
been riding the even
bigger wave of antiterror campaign worldwide. As in
all campaigns, fear of the other,
and in our case of Muslims, is the
common denominator of a
campaign spanning different
countries and cultures.
The situation is quite paradoxical. The sensible and far
more efficient approach to dealing
with anti-Muslim fear is opening
channels of dialogue to remove
the intricate connection between
ignorance and fear and finding the
best ways to dam this flow of terror. What has happened, however,
is that anti-Muslim feelings have
been exploited to serve purposes
other than those ostentatiously declared. There were indeed political
benefits for both Arab and Western
regimes in the war on terror.
In the Western world, internal
crises were constantly being linked
to two terror-connected fears:
Demography and security. When
the local economy is in crisis,
unemployment and marginalisation hit the local population hard.
It becomes easy then to turn that
reality into a demographic fear and
blame everything on immigration,

especially Arab migrants.
At the same time and for equally
internal considerations, the far
right in those countries will fan the
flames of the security fear under
the pretext of facing the external
threat of political Islam.
When looking at the political
and media discourse in the West,
there is the realisation of the extent to which the fear of anything
Arab or Muslim has been cultivated. Western governments find that
context useful because it removes
for them the pressure of finding
appropriate solutions to the internal crises engulfing their citizens.
They can simply focus everybody’s
attention on one single threat,
“Islamic terrorism.”
Yet, a 2014 report by Europol
concluded that only 2% of terrorist acts in the EU in the previous
five years were religiously motivated. An even smaller number of
terrorist acts were carried out by
“extremist” Muslims. The report
showed that most terrorist acts
were perpetrated for racist, nationalistic or separatist reasons.
In the Arab world, terrorism and
religious extremism were extremely useful to the reigning regimes.
They allowed them to protect their
selfish interests by turning the fear
created by these two dangers into
an external threat and thus place

themselves and their citizens in
the same basket fighting for the
same cause. It became easy for
these regimes to silence all social
and political demands for employment or freedoms or democracy
and substitute them with one
single demand, the demand for security. Ironically, terrorist threats
to the regimes in place do not
weaken them but reinforce them
most of the time and clear them of
any wrongdoings against their own
populations.
The twin fears created by terrorism and anti-Muslim sentiments
have given birth to another no less
dangerous phenomenon, namely
fearing for the fate of Muslims
everywhere.
This fear among Muslims is
naturally nurturing widespread
feelings of solidarity among
the faithful and is paradoxically feeding religious extremism. Muslim communities in the
West feel threatened at the very
heart of their religious identity
and therefore react by curling up
and not participating in fighting
anti-Muslim sentiments in public
opinion. On the contrary, we see a
reinforcement of these sentiments
through the adoption by these
Muslim communities of anti-West
discourse and through condoning terrorism as defensive acts of

survival, which in turn feeds into
the anti-Arab and anti-Muslim
campaign everywhere.
It is also very revealing of
the amalgamation of terror and
resistance in people’s minds as
well as of a deep sense of despair
and inadequacy to stand up to a
developed West. From there, it
is easy for takfir ideology, which
condones the physical elimination of anyone who disagrees with
it, to find its way among Muslim
populations.
Fighting terrorism and violence
must be a Muslim priority first
and foremost. Dwelling forever
on accusing the West of all the
ills befalling Muslims everywhere
and sounding the alarm of a war
against Islam and Muslims simply
will not do anymore.
Muslims are living in a vicious
circle created by two fears, fearing
Islam and fearing for the fate of Islam. One fear feeds the other. This
vicious circle must be broken so
people in the East and in the West
can connect on a human level
beyond cultural stereotypes and
beyond each side being frightened
of the other. Only then can they be
safe from violence and immune to
manipulation by their own governments.
Khaddaj Hozan is a Syrian writer.

Misleading images of Kurdish female fighters

P

hotographs of Kurdish
female fighters
donning military attire
and smiling meekly for
the camera in the
Middle East, including
northern Iraq, are often featured
in Western media outlets.
These snapshots are meant to reinforce a carefully crafted image of
political developments in certain
areas of the region. They inform
the world that the fight against terror is on track. They also masquerade female guerrillas as widely
celebrated symbols of progressive
Kurdish communities.
These trophy shots, however,
invite a long list of problems and
the choice behind them is always
ideological. The more traction
they gain, the greater the injustice
inflicted upon Kurdish women in
northern Iraq.
The interest the women receive is often organised along
the victim-hero fighter binary,
especially if it involves the Islamic
State (ISIS). Stories about rape,
early marriages and female genital
mutilation within their communities are not received with the same
media or public enthusiasm.
Kurdish parties in Iraq’s autonomous north are indispensable allies of the United States. Is
there anything more symbolically
potent than images of heroic gunwielding women to legitimise the
morality of America’s continued
involvement in fighting terrorism?
Leading up to Iraq’s occupation
in 2003, the United States’ new
cadre of friends included the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP) and
the Patriotic Union of Kurdistan
(PUK). Iraq’s Governing Council,
appointed by the Coalition Provisional Authority in June 2003,
designated four seats to Kurdish
leaders in Iraq. Women, even at
this point, had no place on the
Americans’ foreign policy agenda.
The United States often references Iraq’s autonomous Kurdistan region as its “Iraq success
story.” The reality is far more
complicated.
The threat of ISIS or the killing
of jihadists by women “has been
increasingly appealing in Western
press, especially during the formation of autonomous regions,” said
Zeynep Kaya, a research fellow at
the London School of Economics
Middle East Centre, in a telephone
interview.
After the US occupation ended

Facing violence. Iraqi Kurdish female fighters near the front line of the fight against ISIS near Mosul,
last year.
(Reuters)
in 2011, Iraqi women, whether
Kurdish, Arab, Yazidi, Christian or
Turkmen, were each affected differently by the shifting tide of war
in her own locality.
The image of Kurdish women
having bucked conservative norms
to emancipate themselves to fight
ISIS does not speak to the multiplicity of female experiences in
Kurdish communities.
Iraq’s situation is glaringly different. A weakened and decentralised
state has given rise to provincial
autonomy. Iraq’s north is awash
with stronger tribal configurations.
Violence in various guises
confronts Iraq’s Kurdish women
daily: Domestic abuse, militarisation, honour killings and arranged
or early marriages. Although these
stories receive some but not quite
generous coverage in the Arabiclanguage media, they rarely filter
through to front pages in the West.

If the reality contradicts political
narratives that may reflect badly
on partners in the war against ISIS,
the media too often remain silent.
A pattern emerges in the terminology used by English-language
media, which are flooded by
inaccurate terms such as “progressive”, “democratic” and “revolutionary.”
Some women belong, as Kaya
said, to organisations that some
may deem authoritarian working
in conjunction with or against the
state system.
Far from breaking from patriarchal norms, women “subscribe
to the same ideology,” said Kaya,
recognising also that “others may
be aggrieved by the government
and seek actions against them.”
These perceptions actively promote the militarisation of society
through the “sexy” female guerrilla warrior. Whether its words or

discourse, the image they promote
are products of the ideological
choices made by those waging battle: Men.
Images and stories that hide
behind rose-tinted glasses do little
to support the very communities
they claim to protect. These women are commended and heralded
as protectors and gendarmes of
Kurdish-inhabited territories but
their combat duties do not make it
any more acceptable for women to
devote their full time outside the
family home.
The attention these women
garner is one thing, the reality is
another: Keeping women affixed
to subordinate positions in society.
Nazli Tarzi is an independent
journalist, whose writings and
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